Water distribution across the mantle transition zone and its implications for global material circulation
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ABSTRACT

Various methods for inferring the water distribution in Earth's mantle are reviewed including geochemical and geophysical methods. The geochemical approach using the water contents of basalts shows that the water content in the source regions of ocean island basalt is generally larger than that of the source region of mid-ocean ridge basalt, but the location of the source regions of ocean island basalts is poorly constrained. Geophysical approaches have potential of providing constraints on the spatial distribution of water but their usefulness depends critically on the sensitivity of geophysical observations to water content relative to other factors, in addition to the resolution of geophysical observations. Existing experimental data on the influence of water on seismologically observable properties and on electrical conductivity are reviewed. Frequently used seismological observations such as the anomalies in seismic wave velocities and of the topography on the mantle discontinuities are only weakly sensitive to water content but more sensitive to other factors such as the major element chemistry and temperature for a typical range of water contents. In contrast, electrical conductivity is highly sensitive to water content and only modestly sensitive to other factors such as temperature, oxygen fugacity and major element chemistry. Models of electrical conductivity–depth profiles are constructed where the influence of hydrogen and iron partitioning among coexisting minerals and of the depth variation in oxygen fugacity are incorporated. It is shown (i) that the electrical conductivity varies more than two orders of magnitude for a plausible range of water content in the mantle (−10 ppm wt to −1 wt.%), and (ii) that if water content is constant with depth, there will be a drop in electrical conductivity at ~410-km. Although the resolution is not as high as seismological observations, geophysically inferred electrical conductivity distributions generally show higher conductivity in the mantle transition zone than the upper mantle, suggesting that the water content in the transition zone is higher than that in the upper mantle with some lateral variations. Implications of inferred water distribution are discussed including the possible partial melting near 410-km and its role in global water circulation.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Water (hydrogen) is a unique component in terrestrial planets. Its abundance is small compared to other components (SiO₂, MgO, CaO, etc.), yet even a small amount of water can modify the melting relationships (e.g., Inoue, 1994) and rheological properties (e.g., Karato and Jung, 2003; Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000) drastically. Consequently, the distribution of water has important influence on the dynamics and evolution of terrestrial planets. In most of the previous studies on water in Earth's interior, focus has been placed on the solubility limit and/or the solubility mechanisms of water (hydrogen) in minerals particularly in nominally anhydrous minerals (e.g., Bolfan-Casanova, 2005; Inoue et al., 2010). Although there is still a major discrepancy about the water solubility in lower mantle minerals, it is clear that the total amount of maximum water content in these minerals far exceeds the amount of ocean water. In particular, the observed high solubility of water in minerals in the mantle transition zone (the MTZ) suggests an important role of this layer in controlling the global water circulation. However, although these studies form an important basis for all studies on water in Earth, they are not sufficient to constrain the actual water distribution in Earth's interior. Actual water distribution in Earth's interior is only indirectly controlled by the solubility limit, and for example, even regions with high water solubility (e.g., the MTZ) could have little water (Richard et al., 2002).

Because diffusion is inefficient (diffusion distance is only ~10 km for one billion years calculated from the experimental results on chemical diffusion of water (Kohlstedt and Mackwell, 1998)), distribution of water in the real Earth is controlled largely by the location and degree of partial melting and by the large-scale material transport (e.g., Iwamori, 2007; Richard et al., 2006). However, in addition to partial melting that created the continental crust, the only well-recognized partial melting and resultant chemical segregation
are those associated with mid-ocean ridge volcanism (the former results in the long-term (2–3 Gyr or longer) geochemical signature, and the latter results in the relatively short-lived (less than 0.5 Gyr) geochemical signature). Neither the location nor the nature of large-scale mass transport in the deep mantle is well understood, and there have been widely different models for the water distribution in Earth’s mantle (e.g., Hirschmann, 2006; Huang et al., 2005; Karato et al., 2006; Rüpke et al., 2006; Yoshino et al., 2008a). However, because there is a close link between water distribution and these processes, one can obtain new insights into the location of partial melting and the nature of materials circulation if the distribution of water is inferred as I will discussed later.

There have been many attempts to infer the water distribution in Earth’s mantle (particularly the upper mantle and the MTZ). The most direct approach is the geochemical/geological approach in which one uses the water content of mantle minerals or the water content of basalt to infer the water distribution in Earth’s mantle (e.g., Bell and Rossman, 1992; Beran and Libowitzky, 2006; Dixon et al., 2002). Although direct, this approach has a number of limitations, and in particular, this method provides only weak or no constraint on the distribution of water in critical regions such as the MTZ, one of the most important regions in terms of global water circulation.

Geophysical probes such as seismic waves and electromagnetic field penetrate deep into the Earth’s mantle and the spatial distribution of relevant properties can be inferred from the surface observations. Consequently, geophysical observations provide data that could be used to infer water distribution in the deep mantle if their sensitivity to water content is high and well characterized (e.g., Karato, 2006b; Meier et al., 2009; Suetsugu et al., 2006). However, these studies showed widely different and sometimes puzzling conclusions. For example, using the anomalies in seismic wave velocity and in the topography on the seismic discontinuities, Meier et al. (2009) inferred the water-poor MTZ in the eastern Asia, whereas Suetsugu et al. (2006) inferred the water-rich MTZ in the same region. Similarly, there have been large discrepancies in the inferred water distribution from electrical conductivity (Huang et al., 2005; Yoshino et al., 2008a).

Therefore it seems important to examine the causes of the discrepancies in these studies, and to provide a better estimate of the water distribution in Earth’s mantle. The purposes of this paper are (i) to review the various approaches for estimating the water distribution in Earth’s mantle with particular emphasis on geophysical approaches, (ii) to provide a better estimate of water distribution in Earth’s mantle and (iii) to discuss possible implications of the inferred water distribution for the nature of material circulation and partial melting in Earth. Issues on electrical conductivity have been discussed in some detail (Dai and Karato, 2009a; Karato and Dai, 2009) and consequently only a brief discussion on this topic will be presented, but important new results are added especially on the influence of element partitioning and of oxygen fugacity on electrical conductivity profiles.

2. Various approaches to infer the water distribution in the mantle

2.1. Geological/geochemical approach

Since the main focus in this paper is the evaluation and application of geophysical approach, only a brief summary of results from geochemical/geological approach is given here. For a more complete coverage, a reader is referred to some review papers on this topic and references therein (e.g., Beran and Libowitzky, 2006; Dixon et al., 2002).

The water contents of minerals in mantle rocks provide the most direct information on the water content of the mantle. The water contents in upper mantle samples range from ~0.002 to ~0.05 wt.%. However, because diffusion of water is fast at the scale of xenoliths (~10 cm), it is not clear if the mantle rocks exposed at the Earth’s surface preserve the water content when they were in the Earth’s interior (e.g., Demouchy et al., 2006). In addition, one can study only limited regions by this method: the maximum depth from which mantle rocks are transported to the surface is ~200 km, so there is no constraint on water content of the MTZ from this approach.

In contrast, by using basalts, one can explore the water contents of broader regions because basaltic volcanism is the largest volcanism on Earth involving a large volume of the mantle. MORB (mid-ocean ridge basalt) is formed at the global scale by partial melting of the shallow mantle, and OIB (ocean island basalt) is formed by melting of materials coming from deeper regions or by melting of materials such as eclogite-rich rocks that contain a large amount of incompatible elements (Hofmann, 2004). Therefore this method provides constraints on the water distribution in the broad regions of the Earth’s mantle. In this latter approach, one measures the water contents of basalts, and calculates the water contents of their source regions from which basalts are formed using a model of partial melting. The water content in the source region of MORB, i.e., the oceanic asthenosphere, is well constrained by this method (~0.01 wt.% with an error of a factor of ~2) (Dixon et al., 2002; Hirschmann, 2006). Most of OIB source regions have higher water contents (~0.075 wt.%) than the MORB source regions (Dixon et al., 2002). However, the interpretation of the data from OIB is not straightforward because the source regions of OIB are not well understood. In fact there are two classes of models for the OIB source regions: a layered mantle model (Albarède and van der Hilst, 2002; Allègre et al., 1996) and a plum pudding model (Davies, 1984; Rüpke et al., 2006; Sobolev et al., 2007). Distinguishing these models solely by geochemical approach is difficult.

2.2. Geophysical approach

In contrast to the geochemical approach, geophysical approaches provide wider sampling regions because geophysical probes (e.g., seismic or electromagnetic waves) penetrate to broader regions compared to geochemical sampling (Karato, 2006b). Consequently, one can place better constraints on the spatial distribution of water at a global scale by geophysical approaches. However, in using these approaches, it is critical to examine which properties are suitable for this purpose. Briefly, in order for a geophysical observable to be useful in inferring water content that observable must be sensitive to water content but insensitive to other variables or the correction for the influence of other variables must be made reliably.

2.2.1. Seismological observations

The most obvious effect of water on seismic wave propagation is the reduction of seismic wave velocities due to the weakened chemical bonding by hydrogen. Extensive experimental studies have been performed to investigate the influence of water content and other factors on elastic wave velocities using high-frequency techniques (Table 1: Jacobsen, 2006; Jacobsen and Smyth, 2006; Jacobsen et al., 2008; Mao et al., 2008). These studies show that the influence of water on high-frequency elastic wave velocities in mantle minerals is minor (<0.1%) for water content of less than ~0.1% when these effects are evaluated at relevant mantle conditions. These values are less than the influence of temperature (a temperature variation of 100 K will cause the velocity variation of ~0.7%, Karato, 2008a). In contrast, the influence of major element chemistry is large particularly in the MTZ. For example, pyrolite and harzburgite composition will have a different amount of majorite and calcium-perovskite in the MTZ leading to variations in seismic wave velocities of a few % (Irifune et al., 2008; Nishiyma et al., 2009). I conclude that the influence of water on seismic wave velocity is small and less than that of plausible variations in the major element chemistry and in temperature (Fig. 1a). Therefore it is difficult to estimate water content where
Similar effect was observed for the discontinuity and its sharpness (the distance between the solid and broken lines). A water affects the positions of these lines and hence both the depth of the solid lines only wadsleyite exists, and below the broken lines only olivine exists. The uncertainties in velocity measurements are typically 0.2–0.5% and the uncertainties in the estimated parameters of $f_{b,P,W}$ are typically ±10%.

A change in the sharpness of a phase transformation and a phenomenon leads to two observable changes in the mantle discontinuity as a function of water content for two different "410-km" discontinuities. Among the various seismological observations, seismic wave attenuation is likely sensitive to water content (Karato, 2003; Shito et al., 2006). However the resolution of attenuation measurements is limited (Dalton et al., 2009) and experimental studies are still exploratory (Aizawa et al., 2008). Further studies on the influence of water on seismic wave attenuation are needed to obtain better constraints on water distribution from seismological observations. Some technical details on seismic wave velocities are given in Supplemental Material 1.

Another potentially important seismological observation is the depth of seismic discontinuity. Most of the seismic discontinuities are caused by phase transformations. Wood (1995) suggested that the depths of phase boundaries may be affected by water if water partitions differently between two co-existing minerals. This phenomenon leads to two observable changes in the mantle discontinuity (Fig. 1b): a change in the sharpness of a phase transformation and a change in the depth (pressure) of a phase transformation. Both of these aspects have been studied experimentally (Chen et al., 2002; Frost and Dolejš, 2007; Litasov and Ohtani, 2007) and have been used to infer the water contents in the MTZ (Blum and Shen, 2004; Meier et al., 2009; Suetsugu et al., 2006; van der Meijde et al., 2003). Some studies, the anomalies in the width of the MTZ are used to infer the water content together with the anomalies in velocities (Meier et al., 2009). However, a recent experimental study showed that the contrast in water solubility between co-existing minerals such as olivine and wadsleyite becomes small at high temperatures and hence such effects are difficult to detect under most of the MTZ conditions (Frost and Dolejš, 2007). In contrast, other factors such as the influence of major element chemistry on seismic discontinuities are large and complex leading to the presence of multiple discontinuities (particularly near 660 km) (Deuss et al., 2006; Weidner and Wang, 2000). Therefore, again, I conclude that it is difficult to use these observations to infer the distribution of water. Meier et al. (2009) inferred puzzling water distribution from the anomalies in seismic wave velocities and the width of the MTZ: a water-poor MTZ in the western Pacific and below eastern Asia and a water-rich MTZ in the central Pacific. It is possible that such puzzling conclusions are caused by the insensitivity of these observations to water content. However, the problem of major element chemistry is less serious if regions of study have nearly homogeneous composition. The results of regional studies by Blum and Shen (2004), Coutier and Revenaugh (2006), and Suetsugu et al. (2006) showed conclusions similar to this study, and in these cases, seismological approach may also be useful.

Among the various seismological observations, seismic wave attenuation is likely sensitive to water content (Karato, 2003; Shito et al., 2006). However the resolution of attenuation measurements is limited (Dalton et al., 2009) and experimental studies are still exploratory (Aizawa et al., 2008). Further studies on the influence of water on seismic wave attenuation are needed to obtain better constraints on water distribution from seismological observations. Some technical details on seismic wave velocities are given in Supplemental Material 1.

### Table 1: Water content dependence of seismic wave velocities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>$f_{b,P,W}$ (P-wave)</th>
<th>$f_{b,P,W}$ (S-wave)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine $a$</td>
<td>$-0.0042$</td>
<td>$-0.0052$</td>
<td>Jacobsen et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsleyite $b$</td>
<td>$-0.025$</td>
<td>$-0.029$</td>
<td>Mao et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringwoodite $c$</td>
<td>$-0.006$</td>
<td>$-0.018$</td>
<td>Jacobsen and Smyth (2006)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$a$ Results at room pressure and temperature.  
$b$ Results at P = 12 GPa and room temperature.  
$c$ Results at P = 20 GPa and room temperature. Calculated from Figure 7 of Jacobsen and Smyth (2006).

### Fig. 1: Sensitivity of seismological observations to water content and other parameters.

(a) Seismic wave velocities ($\Delta V/V$: variation of velocity, $C_{w}$: water content) (for data see Table 1). Solid lines are for P-wave velocities, and broken lines are for S-wave velocities. For olivine, results at room pressure and temperature are used. For wadsleyite, the results at 12 GPa, and for ringwoodite, results at ~20 GPa are used. (b) Depth of "410-km" discontinuity as a function of water content for two different temperatures (results for a pure Mg$_2$SiO$_4$–H$_2$O system (Frost and Dolejš, 2007). Above the solid lines only wadsleyite exists, and below the broken lines only olivine exists. Water affects the positions of these lines and hence both the depth of the "410-km" discontinuity and its sharpness (the distance between the solid and broken lines). A similar effect was observed for the "660-km" discontinuity.

### 2.2.2. Electrical conductivity

#### 2.2.2.1. General background.

Although the resolution is less than some of the seismological observations, electrical conductivity of the Earth’s interior can be inferred from the analysis of electromagnetic induction (Rikitake, 1966). Because electrical conductivity is sensitive to water content as first suggested by Karato (1990), geophysically inferred electrical conductivity of Earth’s interior provides important constraints on the distribution of water (hydrogen). However, electrical conductivity of minerals is also controlled by the migration of other charged species, and therefore the relative contribution from different mechanisms must be evaluated carefully.
In most cases, electrical conductivity of a mineral is caused by the hopping of electrons between ferric and ferrous iron (also referred to as “polaron” conduction) or the migration of protons, and electrical conductivity can be expressed as

\[
\sigma = A_1 f_1^0(P,T) \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{H_f^1}{RT} \right) + A_2 f_2^0(P,T) \cdot c_w \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{H_f^2(c_w)}{RT} \right)
\]

(1)

where \(A_{1,2}\) is the pre-exponential term, \(f_{1,2}\) is oxygen fugacity, \(q_{1,2}\) is the oxygen fugacity exponent, \(c_w\) is the (total) water content, \(r\) is a constant that depends on the mechanism of electrical conduction, and \(H_f^{1,2}\) is the activation enthalpy (\(H_f^{1,2} = E_f^{1,2} + P V_{f_{1,2}}\), \(E_f^{1,2}\): activation energy, \(V_{f_{1,2}}\): activation volume). The first term corresponds to polaron conduction and the second term to proton conduction. The contribution from the diffusion of Mg (Fe) can also be included but the functional form for this mechanism is similar to polaron conduction and its influence is relatively small, less than a half order of magnitude at \(-1600\) K (Constable, 1993). The influence of major element chemistry is not explicitly shown in this formula, but the major element chemistry likely affects the pre-exponential factor and/or the activation energy. It was suggested that the activation energy for hydrogen conduction may depend on the water content (Yoshino et al., 2008a). However, the magnitude of this effect is small when the appropriate technique (the impedance spectroscopy) is used (Dai and Karato, 2009c; Yoshino et al., 2009). Some details of electrical conductivity are given in Supplemental Material 2.

In evaluating various published results on electrical conductivity measurements, some technical issues need to be examined. First, when electrical conduction in minerals is by the motion of ions (e.g., proton conduction), it is important to take data for a broad range of frequencies and make corrections for the polarization effects (impedance spectroscopy; Macdonald, 1987; Roberts and Tyburczy, 1991). The effect of polarization is large when the density of charge carrier is high, leading to a systematic bias in conductivity measurements. The use of low-frequency measurements leads to the underestimation of the contribution from proton conduction at high temperatures.

Second is the issue of water content measurements. It is difficult to prepare truly dry samples under high pressures, and samples prepared without adding water often contain a large amount of water (e.g., Nishihara et al., 2006; Yoshino et al., 2008a). I use the results from samples with less than a few ppm wt of water as the results for dry samples (for most of physical properties of mantle minerals, samples with less than ~10 ppm wt water show "dry" behavior, e.g., Dai and Karato, 2009c; Mei and Kohlstedt, 2000).

Third, and a related issue, is that the water content of a sample can change during an experiment. In order to make sure that the measured result corresponds to the reported water content, it is necessary to determine the water content of a sample both before and after each measurement, and make sure that the water content did not change much.

Table 2 provides a list of data sources on laboratory studies on electrical conductivity of upper mantle and MTZ minerals. Most of studies have shown that the dissolution of water enhances electrical conductivity. However, not all the published studies satisfy the criteria discussed above, and in these cases the interpretation of the data is difficult (see notes in Table 2). Therefore in the following discussions, I chose those results that satisfy all of the above criteria but I will also discuss results that do not satisfy them for comparison. Figure 2 shows the electrical conductivity of typical minerals (olivine, garnet and wadsleyite) as a function of water content for a range of plausible water content in Earth's mantle (100–300 wt %) at a certain fixed pressure and temperature. This figure shows that the influence of water is large and the conductivity changes by a factor of 100 to 300 for this range of water content. Throughout this paper, I use the water content determined by using the SIMS calibration (Aubaud et al., 2007; Bell et al., 2003).

Dependence of conductivity on other parameters (temperature, pressure, major element composition and oxygen fugacity) is reviewed in Supplemental Material 2. The major element chemistry such as Mg# (100 × Mg/(Mg + Fe)) or the abundance of Ca and Al affects the conductivity by less than a factor of ~2. For a temperature variation of 100 K, conductivity will change by ~30% for proton conduction. The influence of variation in oxygen fugacity and major element chemistry is about a factor of 3 or less. Therefore I conclude that the influence of temperature, major element chemistry and other factors is much smaller than that of water (hydrogen) content.

What about the influence of partial melting? Shankland et al. (1981) concluded that in order to enhance conductivity by a factor of 10 by partial melting, one would need ~10% melt fraction but such a high melt fraction unlikely exists on Earth due to efficient compaction by gravity. Gaillard et al. (2008) proposed that the presence of a small amount of carbonate melt might explain high conductivity. However, highly fortuitous conditions such as the presence of continuous carbonate melt with high alkali content are needed in order to attribute the geophysically observed high conductivity to the presence of carbonate melt. For the asthenosphere, the observed electrical conductivity can be naturally explained by proton conduction in solid minerals assuming a petrologically inferred water content.

Table 2: Data source for laboratory studies on electrical conductivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Comments*</th>
<th>Method**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>Wang et al. (2006)</td>
<td>x (1)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yoshino et al. (2009)</td>
<td>x (2)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yoshino et al. (2006)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xu et al. (2000)</td>
<td>x (4)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constable et al. (1992)</td>
<td>x (5)</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopyroxene</td>
<td>Dai and Karato (2009a)</td>
<td>x (7)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>Romano et al. (2006)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yoshino et al. (2008b)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dai and Karato (2009b)</td>
<td>x (10)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsleyite</td>
<td>Huang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>(11)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dai and Karato (2009c)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yoshino et al. (2008a)</td>
<td>(13)</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringwoodite</td>
<td>Huang et al. (2005)</td>
<td>x (15)</td>
<td>IS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yoshino et al. (2008a)</td>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>LF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* x: results used in the present calculation.
** IS: impedance spectroscopy.
** LF: low-frequency measurements.

Notes: Technique of conductivity measurements is not described in this paper, but since this study is on polaron (electronic) conduction, the technique used does not affect the results so much.

(2): Mo–MoO2 buffer. 10 GPa.
(3): Ni–NiO buffer. 3 GPa.
(4): No measurements of water content. 4–10 GPa. Mo–MoO2 buffer.
(5): R2 controlled by a CO–CO2 mixture, close to Ni–NiO buffer. 0.1 MPa.
(6): Ni–NiO buffer. 8 GPa. Water content dependence of activation energy is reported. However, water content is reported only for samples after the measurements and therefore the possible role of changes in water content during measurements cannot be evaluated.
(7): Mo–MoO2 buffer. 8 GPa. Only one sample for water-containing orthopyroxene (water content dependence of conductivity is assumed to be the same as olivine).
(13): Mostly from low-frequency (0.1–0.01 Hz) measurements. A large amount of water in a "dry" sample.
(14): Essentially the same data as Yoshino et al. (2008a).
(16): Mostly low-frequency (0.1–0.01 Hz) measurements. A large amount of water in a "dry" sample.
and the presence of partial melt is not necessary to explain the high conductivity of the asthenosphere. Toffelmier and Tyburczy (2007) examined the possible influence of the presence of a thin partially molten layer atop the 410-km discontinuity. They concluded that such a layer is only marginally detectable by electromagnetic induction. I conclude that the influence of partial melting is minor compared to the influence of water.

2.2.2.2. Calculation of electrical conductivity–depth profiles for the model mantle. In order to obtain a better idea about how water content may influence the electrical conductivity, I have calculated the electrical conductivity versus depth profiles for various fixed water contents. In this calculation, a typical mantle geotherm was chosen (Ito and Katsura, 1989) (see Fig. 3a), and the influence of depth variation of oxygen fugacity and element partitioning is included.

The influence of oxygen fugacity is complicated because the pressure dependence of oxygen fugacity in laboratory experiments and in Earth’s mantle is likely different. I used the depth-dependent oxygen fugacity model by Frost and McCammon (2008). The influence of pressure is, in general weak, but is included in these calculations. However, the influence of pressure on proton conduction was not studied in detail. The limiting data for pyrope (at 4 and 8 GPa) showed weak pressure sensitivity, but the discrepancy between the results for “wet” olivine by Wang et al. (2006) at 4 GPa and by Yoshino et al. (2009) at 10 GPa might be due to the influence of pressure. Consequently, I calculated the conductivity–depth profiles for both with and without pressure effects for “wet” olivine.

The most important parameter is the water content in each mineral that can change the conductivity up to three orders of magnitude. Consequently, for a given total water content, the water content in each mineral was calculated from the known solubility ratios (partition coefficients) of water (e.g., Bolfan-Casanova, 2005; Moorkherjee and Karato, 2010). Iron content in each mineral is calculated using the reported partitioning of iron by Irifune and Ishii (1998). Knowing the water and iron content in all co-existing minerals and the temperature and pressure, I calculated the electrical conductivity of each mineral and then calculated the electrical conductivity of an aggregate using the

Fig. 2. Influence of water content ($C_w$) on electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) at 1500 K in olivine (4 GPa), garnet (4 GPa), and wadsleyite (15 GPa) at $F_O$ (oxygen fugacity) corresponding to the Mo–MoO$_2$ buffer (data see Table 2). Shown together are the influence of other factors including the variation in temperature ($T$), Mg# and $T$ (the height of each bar corresponds to the influence of each factor). The influence of mineralogy, such as pyrolite versus harzburgite can also be estimated from this figure.

Fig. 3. (a) Temperature–depth profile used in the calculation of conductivity–depth profile (Ito and Katsura, 1989). (b) Electrical conductivity ($\sigma$) versus depth relationships for the upper mantle and the MTZ calculated for the pyrolite mantle model with various water contents. Solid lines correspond to the Hashin–Shtrikman upper bounds, and broken lines to the lower bound (differences are small in most cases). Thick lines are for models without pressure effects for “wet” olivine, thin lines are for the model with pressure effects. For comparison, results from Yoshino’s group for the MTZ are also shown by thick broken half-tone curves (Yoshino, 2010). These are based on low, one-frequency measurements and the “dry” samples in these studies contain substantial amounts of water (~0.01 wt.% or higher). No data for pyrope nor orthopyroxene was published from Yoshino’s group, and therefore results for the upper mantle from their lab are not shown. For the data source see Tables 2 and 3, and the details of method of calculation of conductivity–depth profiles are given in Supplemental Material 2.

Hashin and Shtrikman (1962) model (Supplemental Material 2). The parameter values for electrical conductivity of representative minerals under a standard condition are given in Table 3. Results of such calculations are shown in Figure 3b.

An important effect of water content on the electrical conductivity is clearly seen in Figure 3b, although the magnitude of water effect is smaller if the results by Yoshino (2010) that do not satisfy above criteria are used. The weaker effect of water by Yoshino (2010) is largely due to the higher values of “dry” conductivity due to the large water contents in their “dry” samples.

There is a drop in conductivity at 410-km from the upper mantle to the MTZ (its magnitude depends on the model for the pressure dependence). This is likely due to the differences in the nature of
hydrogen-related defects between olivine and wadsleyite. According to Karato (2006a), only a fraction of hydrogen (highly mobile hydrogen) dissolved in minerals contributes to electrical conductivity. The fraction of highly mobile hydrogen is smaller for wadsleyite than for olivine because of the deeper trapping of hydrogen in wadsleyite (wadsleyite has higher hydrogen solubility than olivine). Consequently, for the same total hydrogen content, electrical conductivity in wadsleyite is lower than that of olivine leading to a drop in conductivity at 410-km. Evidence of various hydrogen-related species was reported by Nishihara et al. (2008).

For comparison, I summarize the geophysically inferred electrical conductivity–depth profiles in Figure 4 (for the data source, see Table 4). A few general conclusions can be drawn from the comparison of these two figures. The truly “dry” model, i.e., polaron conduction model, predicts much lower conductivity than most of geophysical models. On average the water content in the upper mantle is on the order of ~0.1 wt.%, whereas it is ~0.1 wt.% for the MTZ. A model with a constant water content predicts a drop in conductivity at 410-km and is not consistent with most of geophysically inferred conductivity profiles. The above model is in excellent agreement with a geochemical/petrological model of the upper mantle (Dai and Karato, 2009a; Dixon et al., 2002; Hirschmann, 2006). Note, however, that the water content of the lower mantle is not constrained from electrical conductivity because there is no experimental data on the influence of water on the electrical conductivity of lower mantle minerals.

Electrical conductivity profiles also show large regional variations. For example, conductivity in the circum-Pacific (particularly east Asian) MTZ is high. Conductivity is low in the north-western part of the Pacific asthenosphere and in the central-south European MTZ (lower than that of the Pacific MTZ). The high water content in the east Asian MTZ is likely due to deep water transport by subduction of old plates and also models were proposed to explain low conductivity in the north-western Pacific upper mantle (Karato, 2008b) and in the central-south European MTZ (Maruyama and Okamoto, 2007).

In summary, electrical conductivity is sensitive to water content but insensitive to other parameters such as the major element chemistry and oxygen fugacity (modestly sensitive to temperature). Consequently, electrical conductivity can be used to infer water distribution in Earth’s mantle. Results suggest both radially and laterally varying water content. In contrast, seismological observations can be used to infer water content only when the influence of other factors is well known. From the global inversion of surface wave data, Meier et al. (2009) inferred puzzling water distribution: water-poor MTZ in the western Pacific to eastern Asian regions and water-rich central Pacific MTZ, a trend that is opposite to the inference from electrical conductivity and from geological settings. It is likely that this puzzling conclusion is due to the high sensitivity of seismic signatures to factors other than water content when global data are used.

### 3. Implications for material circulation in Earth

The observed lateral and radial variation of electrical conductivity suggests large variations in water content (and in temperature), and, by inference, variations in other incompatible elements. The most efficient process to create variations in water content (and also other components) is partial melting and resultant melt–solid segregation, but other mechanisms of chemical segregation such as delaminating of oceanic crust could also cause regional variations in water content. Figure 5a shows a model of water distribution and material circulation consistent with electrical conductivity observations. There is a marked increase in water content across the 410-km discontinuity in this model suggesting partial melting at ~410-km and resultant melt–solid segregation (Bercovici and Karato, 2003; Karato et al., 2006). In this model, there is a major compositional stratification in the concentration of incompatible elements across the 410-km discontinuity, and the MTZ (and regions below) is likely to have a large amount of incompatible elements. In this model, the upper mantle is a residue of partial melting at ~410-km (Bercovici and Karato, 2003; Karato et al., 2006): the water content of the upper mantle (the asthenosphere) is controlled by the partial melting and melt segregation near the 410-km discontinuity in this model.

---

**Table 3**

Parameters in electrical conductivity of typical mantle minerals at a reference condition (the reference condition for upper mantle minerals is the condition at 100-km depth, and that for transition zone minerals is either 410 km (wadsleyite and majorite garnet) or 520 km (ringwoodite)). The formula \( \sigma = A \left( \frac{f_{O_{2}}}{f_{O_{2,ref}}} \right)^{q} \exp \left( -\frac{E^*}{RT} \right) \) is used where \( f_{O_{2,ref}} \) is the oxygen fugacity at the reference state. When experimental data are for a certain oxygen fugacity buffer and Mg#, the results are normalized to the values of oxygen fugacity and Mg# at the reference depth. Conductivity of majorite garnet was not measured using the impedance spectroscopy under the well-controlled water content. However, based on a comparison of results by Romano et al. (2006) and Yoshino et al. (2008a), I assume that the electrical conductivity of garnet for a constant water content does not change markedly with the phase transformation. This causes some uncertainties in the transition zone conductivity, but the influence of this uncertainty is not large because electrical conductivity in the MTZ is controlled mostly by either wadsleyite or ringwoodite due to the higher hydrogen concentration in these minerals than in majorite garnet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mineral</th>
<th>( \sigma^{a} )</th>
<th>( r )</th>
<th>( E^{*} )</th>
<th>( V^{*} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>10^{2.4}</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopyroxene</td>
<td>10^{1.1}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garnet</td>
<td>10^{2.6}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsleyite</td>
<td>10^{2.7}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringwoodite</td>
<td>10^{2.1}</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameters for the top row are for polaron conduction and those for the bottom row are for proton conduction. The values of \( A \) are adjusted to an assumed value of parameters for a reference depth including the Mg# and oxygen fugacity. Among the parameters, the most important are \( r \) and \( E^{*} \) (and \( A \)) that represent water content dependence and temperature dependence. The uncertainties in these parameters are typically ±5~10 kJ/mol for \( E^{*} \) (uncertainties of electrical conductivity measurements are considerably smaller than those for creep or diffusion because of a larger number of data points and better reproducibility of measurements). ±0.1 for \( r \) and for log \( A \) the uncertainties are ±0.3 for proton conduction, and ±0.1 for polaron conduction (this difference comes from the difference in the temperature range of measurements).

\( a \) is well not constrained except for the polaron conduction in olivine (Schock and Duba, 1985). For other materials, \( q \) is assumed to be 0.17 for polaron conduction, and also −0.10 for proton conduction (based on the results for wadsleyite (Dai and Karato, 2009c)). The influence of \( q \) on calculated conductivity profiles is relatively small (less than 5%) because the variation in oxygen fugacity is relatively small.

\( b \) The effects of pressure on proton conduction are not well constrained. For olivine, the discrepancy in the existing data on hydrated samples implies that conductivity might be reduced by a factor of 10 from 4 GPa to 10 GPa (for explanations see text).
depth is necessary. An increase in conductivity at 410-km discontinuity, an increase in water content at this depth, is also observed suggesting a large regional variation in water content. For example, the model shown in Figure 3 is not consistent with this observation. In order to explain the increase in conductivity in the upper mantle followed by an increase in conductivity in MTZ. A constant water content model is used. An "average" model shows a small increase in conductivity in the upper mantle followed by an increase in conductivity in MTZ. A constant water content model shown in Figure 3 is not consistent with this observation. In order to explain the increase in conductivity at 410-km discontinuity, an increase in water content at this depth is necessary. An "average" model can be attributed to ~0.01 wt.% water in the upper mantle and ~0.1 wt.% in the MTZ. However, a large lateral (regional) variation in conductivity is also observed suggesting a large regional variation in water content. For the data source see Table 4.

Table 4: Data for geophysically inferred electrical conductivity distribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Kelbert et al. (2009)</td>
<td>(1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastern Asia</td>
<td>Ichiki et al. (2006)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine sea</td>
<td>Ichiki et al. (2001), Seara et al. (2007), and Shimizu et al. (2010a,b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central/north Pacific</td>
<td>Kuvshikov and Olsen (2006), Shimizu et al. (2010a,b), and Utada et al. (2003)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central-south Europe</td>
<td>Tarits et al. (2004) and Utada et al. (2009)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>Neal et al. (2000)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Poor resolution for the shallow upper mantle because of the use of relatively low frequency data. This paper contains a summary of other papers on various regions.
(2) There are large variations in the conductivity in the North America. The values shown in Figure 5 are from Neal et al. (2000), but the results from the Canadian Shield gives a lower conductivity in the upper mantle (Schultz et al., 1993).

Among the “plum-pudding model”, it is possible to make a model consistent with inferred layered water content (layered conductivity) if some modifications are made. Such a model is shown in Figure 5c where the fraction of relatively water-rich (eclogite) component is layered (the MTZ has a higher volume fraction of water-rich materials). OIB showing evidence of higher volume fraction of eclogite in their source regions (Sobolev et al., 2007) may come from eclogite-rich regions such as the MTZ (and/or deeper regions). If these relatively water-rich materials (eclogite) are connected or if these materials assume fine-scale layering in the MTZ, then the MTZ will have higher electrical conductivity than the upper mantle and such a model is consistent with the electrical conductivity observations. In order for this model to work, one needs (i) a mechanism to accumulate eclogite in the MTZ during subduction, say delamination of subducted oceanic crust in or near the MTZ (e.g., Karato, 1997) and (ii) to segregate eclogite component at the 410-km through upwelling say by selective partial melting of eclogite component at 410-km (due to the higher content of Fe, Ca, Al and H).

Models that are consistent with the inferred water distribution (either Fig. 5a or c) suggest partial melting at 410-km. Therefore it is worthwhile to revisit the global materials circulation model involving partial melting at 410-km (Bercovici and Karato, 2003; Karato et al., 2006). In this “water-filter” model, the asthenosphere is considered to be a residue of partial melting at 410-km. Hirschmann (2006) (see also Wood and Corgne, 2007) discussed that, assuming that the water content needed for partial melting at 410-km is ~0.4 wt.%, the water content of the upper mantle would be much larger than inferred from MORB chemistry (~0.01 wt.% with a factor of ~2 uncertainty), and hence this model is unlikely to be valid. However, this issue becomes less serious because the water content at the solidus is more likely ~0.05 wt.% as discussed by Karato et al. (2006) (see also a later paper by Hirschmann et al. (2009)).

Note also that if other volatile components such as carbon dioxide (Dasgupta and Hirschmann, 2006) or potassium (Wang and Takahashi, 2000) promote melting, then the solidus value of water content in minerals will be less than the values cited above. Furthermore, the actual water content of the upwelling residual materials that will become the asthenosphere (the source region for MORB) should be less than the water content in minerals at the solidus at 410-km. The water content of the asthenosphere in this model is approximately the water content at the solidus in the asthenosphere and not the water content at the solidus at ~410-km if one assumes fractional melting (see Fig. 6) (there is a small amount of water in co-existing melt, but the volume fraction of co-existing melt is smaller than the degree of partial melting because of the high mobility of melt compared to the mobility of solid component) (see e.g., Spiegelman and Elliott (1993) and Spiegelman and Kenyon (1992)). The water content at the solidus in the asthenosphere is estimated to be ~0.01 wt.% (e.g., Hirschmann, 2010). Consequently, I conclude that the water content of the asthenosphere inferred from MORB composition and from electrical conductivity is compatible with the “water-filter” model.

What is the influence of partial melting (in the deep upper mantle) on geophysical signatures? The influence of partial melting on geophysical observables depends on the melt fraction, the contrast in physical properties between melt and solid, and the geometry of melt. If the melt fraction is ~0.1% as expected in the deep upper mantle, then partial melting does not have large effects (less than ~1% reduction) on seismic wave velocities if melt occurs as tubes (e.g., Shankland et al., 1981; Takei, 2002), whereas if melt completely wets grain-boundaries, then the velocity reduction can be much higher (~10%, e.g., Zener, 1941). Consequently, low velocity regions are expected below the critical depth below which complete wetting occurs (Δvmin) and 410-km.
Globally distributed low velocity regions in the deep upper mantle reported by Tauzin et al. (2010) may correspond to such regions, providing evidence for the large-scale occurrence of partial melting at around 410-km. The influence of partial melting on electrical conductivity is, however, minor (less than a factor of ~2) even if melt completely wets grain-boundaries if melt fraction is less than ~0.1%.

Fig. 5. Models of water distribution and material circulation in Earth’s mantle. (a) A layered water content model based on the combination of geochemical observations on water in basalts and geophysical observations of electrical conductivity interpreted by mineral physics data. Water content in the mantle is layered (with some lateral variations). A broad region of the deep mantle, below the MTZ is relatively water-rich (~0.1 wt.%) that is a source region of OIB, and a relatively water-poor region in the upper mantle (asthenosphere) is the source region of MORB. This model suggests partial melting at 410-km discontinuity but not at 660-km discontinuity. (b) A “plum-pudding” model of water distribution model proposed by Rüpke et al. (2006) based on the geochronological observations of water in basalts and a single-stage model of water circulation assuming that water-rich regions are in the lower mantle. In this model the source regions of OIB occur as patchy regions occupying ~7% of the mantle. If water-rich regions occur homogeneously or only in the lower mantle, then such a model is not supported by the observation of electrical conductivity. (c) A hybrid “plum-pudding” model of water distribution involving two components. In this model, the volume fraction of water-rich (eclogite material) is considered to be higher in the MTZ than the upper mantle. MORB is formed by partial melting of relatively eclogite-poor materials, and OIB is formed by partial melting of eclogite-rich materials. If eclogitic materials are connected or if they are distributed as fine lamellae, then the MTZ will have higher conductivity than the upper mantle being consistent with the electrical conductivity observations. The lower mantle may have a similar amount of eclogite but there is no constraint on the water content in the lower mantle.
velocities are significant in the upper mantle and the shallow transition zone (adiabatic temperature gradient is assumed). Finite solubility of water in the solid component is assumed. When a material moves upwards, melting will occur at (or near) 410-km if the initial water content, $C$, exceeds $C_1$. Upon melting, residual solids have the water content of $C_1$ and melt quickly sinks to the 410-km discontinuity (I assume heavy melt here). As a material moves upwards, partial melting continues, and if partial melting occurs as fractional melting, then the water content in the residual materials follows that at the solidus. Consequently, the water content in the asthenosphere in this model is the water content at the solidus under the asthenosphere pressures ($C_2$). Two depths are also important in understanding the global material circulation and the consequence of partial melting on physical properties. One is $d_{oc}$ (water content at this depth is $C_3$), the depth below which the melt density is larger than the density of co-existing minerals. Below this level, melts will sink to the 410-km discontinuity, whereas above this depth, melt will rise to the bottom of the lithosphere. Also, there is a critical depth, $d_{wet}$, below which melt wets grain-boundaries but above which melt occurs as tubules (Yoshino et al., 2007). Seismic velocities are significantly reduced between $d_{wet}$ and 410-km (but not above $d_{wet}$), whereas the influence of partial melting on electrical conductivity is always small. $C_1$ is estimated to be $0.05$ wt.3.% (Hirschmann et al., 2009; Karato et al., 2006) if water is the only volatile (incompatible) component and $C_2$ is estimated to be $0.01$ wt.3.% (e.g., Hirschmann, 2010).

Finally, let me discuss some possible implications of inferred water distribution on the evolution of the ocean mass. Solid Earth and ocean (+ crust) interactions occur through material circulation associated with plate tectonics. Volcanism such as the mid-ocean ridge volcanism brings water to the surface by degassing. In contrast, at subduction zones, water goes back to the mantle carried by sediments, hydrated crust and/or upper mantle. Water carried by subducting lithosphere will go back to the mantle (regassing). The ocean mass (and the water mass in the mantle) is controlled by the dynamic balance of these processes (Franck and Bounama, 2001; McGovern and Schubert, 1989; Rüpke et al., 2006). In all previous models of global water circulation, the mantle was treated as a single unit that corresponds to the assumption of no deep mantle chemical segregation. In these models, the ocean mass at the dynamic equilibrium is directly proportional to degassing/regassing rate ratio and the ocean mass is highly sensitive to degassing/regassing rates (Supplemental Material 3, see also Franck and Bounama (2001)), and, by assumption, mantle has uniform water content. The present analysis shows that such models are not consistent with the observed electrical conductivity profiles and suggests deep mantle (~410-km) melting or some chemical segregation. If such deep mantle segregation including partial melting occurs, then the mantle needs to be treated as a box with an internal variable (or two or more boxes). This will modify the sensitivity of the ocean mass to degassing/regassing parameters and might influence the stability of the ocean mass. A simple model is discussed in Supplemental Material 3, where the sensitivity of ocean mass to the degassing/regassing parameters is analyzed for the case of dynamic equilibrium. It is shown that melting in the MTZ buffers the ocean mass if the rate of water transport from the deep mantle to the upper mantle is fast compared to the rate of water transport from the deep mantle to the oceans.

4. Summary and concluding remarks

Distribution of water in Earth’s mantle can be inferred by a combination of approaches. Geological/geochemical observations provide a robust estimate of water content for source regions of basalts, but the spatial distribution of water is poorly constrained particularly for the source region of OIB. Spatial distribution of water content can be better inferred by geophysical approaches. Among various geophysical observables, electrical conductivity is the most useful property to infer water content because it is highly sensitive to water content and only modestly influenced by other factors. In contrast, most of the seismological observations are sensitive to other factors such as major element chemistry and sensitivity to water content is small under most of the deep mantle conditions.

The major challenge, however, is the relatively poor resolution of geophysical inference of electrical conductivity. Recent studies show that better models of conductivity profiles can be obtained through the use of ocean bottom electromagnetometers (Seama et al., 2007). Also by using a global data set with improved inversion schemes, a three-dimensional distribution of electrical conductivity is becoming available down to the shallow lower mantle (Kelbert et al., 2009). In order to improve the resolution of inference of water distribution, it is critical to have better coverage of stations for these observations.

Equally critical is the improved knowledge on the water solubility and the role of water on electrical conductivity and other physical properties in lower mantle minerals. Currently, any models of global water circulation suffer from the lack of constraints on water distribution for the lower mantle. A combination of improved geophysical observations on electrical conductivity with the improved mineral physics studies on the role of water in lower mantle minerals will help us understand the evolution of this planet including the link between the solid Earth and the hydrosphere.
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**Supplemental Materials 1.** Seismic wave velocities in mantle minerals

When anelastic relaxation occurs with the absorption band, then the functional relationship between seismic wave velocity and various parameters can be written as (Karato, 1995; Karato, 2008), viz.,

\[
V_{S/P}(T, C_W, \omega, X) = V_{S/P}^\infty(T, C_W, X) \cdot \left[1 - \frac{\cot \frac{\omega}{2} Q_{S/P}^{-1}(T, C_W, X)}{Q_{S/P}^{-1}(T, C_W, X)}\right]
\]  

where \(V_{S/P}(T, C_W, \omega, X)\) is the S- or P-wave velocity at seismic frequencies, \(T\) is temperature and \(C_W\) is water content and \(X\) is the major element chemistry (e.g., Mg#). \(V_{S/P}^\infty(T, C_W, X)\) are the S- or P-wave velocities at infinite frequency (velocity without the influence of anelasticity), and \(Q_{S/P}^{-1}(T, C_W, X)\) is energy dissipation associated with wave propagation, and \(\alpha\) is a parameter representing the frequency dependence, i.e., \(Q^{-1} \propto \omega^{-\alpha}\) (a typical value is \(\alpha \approx 0.3\) (Karato, 2008)). The high frequency, anharmonic term depends nearly linearly on temperature and water content, viz.,

\[
V_{S/P}^\infty(T, C_W) = V_{S/P,0}^\infty \cdot \left(1 - \beta_{S/P,T}(T - T_0) - \beta_{S/P,W}(C_W - C_{W0})\right)
\]  

where \(\beta_{S/P,T}\) and \(\beta_{S/P,W}\) are the parameters representing the temperature and water sensitivity of infinite frequency seismic wave velocities. Most of the experimental studies on seismic wave velocities are conducted at high frequencies (100 MHz or higher). Under
these conditions, the effects of anelasticity are small and only $V_{S/P}^\infty (T,C_W,X)$ can be investigated.

The water effect might be enhanced at lower frequencies through the influence of anelasticity (Karato, 1995; Karato, 2003). However, only very preliminary studies are available to test this model (Aizawa et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 1992). However, knowing that $\alpha = 0.3$, one can obtain a rough estimate of the magnitude of this effect from the observed seismic wave attenuation. For instance, $Q_s = 143$ in the MTZ for PREM, and therefore the anelasticity correction factor is $\sim 0.7\%$. Assuming that $Q_s$ varies by a factor of $\sim 2$ by the variation in water content in the transition zone (Gung and Romanowicz, 2004), the corresponding variation in velocity is $\sim 0.4\%$, which is only marginally observable. We conclude that the influence of water on seismic wave velocities is small, less than $\sim 0.5\%$.

In contrast, there are experimental results that indicate that the influence of major element composition on seismic wave velocities is large, up to a few %. The most obvious heterogeneity in major element composition is the contrast between “depleted” and undepleted peridotite, namely harzburgite and pyrolite. Peridotites with these different compositions have different mineralogy mostly due to the difference in the abundance of majorite garnet (in most of the MTZ; (Irifune et al., 2008)) and Ca-perovskite (in the lower part of the MTZ; (Irifune and Ringwood, 1987)). This results in a large difference in seismic wave velocities. Using (Irifune et al., 2008) data, I estimate that the difference between pyrolite and harzburgite results in a velocity difference of $\sim 3-4\%$ in the main portion of the MTZ. In the deep portion, the difference can be larger ($\sim 5\%$) due to the difference in the content of Ca-perovskite (Nishiyama et
al., 2009). Also minerals in depleted and undepleted materials have different $Mg#$ that also affects seismic wave velocities.
**Supplemental Materials 2.** Electrical conductivity in mantle minerals

*Influence of major element chemistry*

The influence of $Mg\# (100 \times \frac{Mg}{Mg+Fe})$ on electrical conductivity was studied for olivine (Čemić et al., 1980) and for garnet (Romano et al., 2006) for polaron conduction. In both cases, the increase in $Mg\#$ reduces electrical conductivity. This trend is consistent with the fact that the defect concentrations in these minerals decrease with $Mg\#$. There is no detailed studies on the influence of $Mg\#$ on proton conduction. However, using the results by (Zhao et al., 2004) on the influence of $Mg\#$ on the solubility of hydrogen in olivine, one can make a reasonable estimate on the influence of $Mg\#$ on proton conduction. These results can be parameterized in terms of the dependence of the pre-exponential factor on $Mg\#$ viz.,

\[ \frac{A}{A_0} = \exp(\varphi \cdot (Mg\#_0 - Mg\#)) \]  \hspace{1cm} (S2-1)

where $\varphi$ (~0.2) is a non-dimensional parameter (e.g., (Romano et al., 2006)). The variation in $Mg\#$ for ± 2 from a standard value of $Mg\# = 90$ (Walter, 2005) will change the electrical conductivity only by a factor of ~50%.

The main consequence of the variation in $Al$ and $Ca$ is the variation in the fraction of garnet. However, the influence of the change in the volume fraction of garnet is not large (less than a factor of ~2) either due to the small volume fraction (in the upper mantle), or to the relatively low conductivity due to a smaller hydrogen content (in the MTZ).
**Influence of oxygen fugacity**

Influence of oxygen fugacity on electrical conductivity in olivine was studied for hopping conduction (Schock and Duba, 1985). A similar result was reported for wasdleyite for hopping (polaron) conduction (Dai and Karato, 2009b). The influence of oxygen fugacity for proton conduction is opposite (Dai and Karato, 2009b). This can be interpreted by a model of point defects in these minerals: the concentration of ferric iron (the charge carrier for polaron conduction) increases with oxygen fugacity, whereas the concentration of proton decreases with oxygen fugacity.

**Influence of pressure**

Influence of pressure on electrical conductivity is modest but is potentially important in the upper mantle where the pressure can change up to ~13 GPa. So let me focus on the possible role of pressure on electrical conductivity in the upper mantle minerals. The influence of pressure on hopping (polaron) conduction in olivine was studied by (Xu et al., 2000). The influence of pressure on both proton and hopping conduction was studied for pyrope garnet by (Dai and Karato, 2009a). In all cases, the influence of pressure is relatively small: a change in pressure by $\Delta P = 5$ GPa results in the change in conductivity by less than a factor of ~3.

The recent results by (Yoshino et al., 2009) on proton conduction in olivine at 10 GPa showed a factor of ~10 lower conductivity compared to the results by (Wang et al., 2006) measured at 4 GPa. Since both studies are on olivine polycrystals using the impedance spectroscopy, it is possible that the discrepancy between these two studies is due to the influence of pressure. Since causes for this difference is unknown, I used
models for olivine conductivity with this large pressure effect as well as without such an effect.

**Water content dependence of activation energy**

In general, the activation energy for some transport processes could depend on the composition of a material. Well known is the dependence of activation energy for diffusion or creep on $Mg#$ that can be explained by the homologous temperature model (e.g., (Karato, 2008)). (Yoshino et al., 2008) argued that the activation energy for electrical conductivity for “wet” wadsleyite depends strongly on water content. However, (Karato and Dai, 2009) and (Karato and Dai, 2009) showed that a large part of the observations by (Yoshino et al., 2008) is caused by the artifact of using low-frequency measurements. In fact, a later study by (Yoshino et al., 2009) on hydrous olivine where they used the impedance spectroscopy, they did not find strong dependence of activation energy on water content. In fact, a model for the strong compositional dependence of activation energy proposed by (Pearson and Bardeen, 1949) assumes that all impurities have effective charge. According to the model by (Karato, 2006), a majority of hydrogen in mantle minerals has no effective charge (two protons trapped at M-site), and only a small fraction of mobile hydrogen contribute to electrical conductivity. In this model, the use of a model by (Pearson and Bardeen, 1949) is not appropriate, and in fact, the experimental observations do not support such a model. A large difference in activation energy between diffusion of hydrogen (~120 kJ/mol for wadsleyite; (Hae et al., 2006)) and electrical conductivity (~88 kJ/mol: (Dai and Karato, 2009b)) also supports a notion
that not all the hydrogen are involved in electrical conductivity as originally supposed by (Karato, 1990).

**Conductivity of an aggregate**

Given the mineralogy and element partitioning for each mineral, and temperature (pressure) and oxygen fugacity, one can calculate electrical conductivity of each mineral, and then using a model for a conductivity of an aggregate, one can calculate the aggregate conductivity. Several models have been proposed to calculate the aggregate conductivity (McLachlan et al., 1990), but here I use the Hashin-Shtrikman average. The upper bound by this method is given by

\[ \sigma_{HS}^+ = \sigma_n + \frac{A^+}{1 - \frac{A^+}{3\sigma_n}} \]  

(S2-2)

with \( A^+ = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \frac{f_i}{\frac{1}{\sigma_i - \sigma_n} + \frac{3}{3\sigma_n}} \) where \( f_i \) is the volume fraction of the \( i \)-th component, \( \sigma_i \) is the conductivity of the \( i \)-th component, and \( \sigma_n \) is the maximum conductivity, and the lower bound is given by

\[ \sigma_{HS}^- = \sigma_1 + \frac{A^-}{1 - \frac{A^-}{3\sigma_1}} \]  

(S2-3)

with \( A^- = \sum_{i=2}^{n} \frac{f_i}{\frac{1}{\sigma_i - \sigma_1} + \frac{4}{3\sigma_1}} \) and \( \sigma_1 \) is the minimum conductivity (Hashin and Shtrikman, 1962). The upper (lower) bound provides a good estimate when volumetrically dominant
phase has the highest (lowest) conductivity. For “dry” upper mantle, volumetrically minor component, garnet, has the highest conductivity and hence the lower bound is a good approximation. However, in other cases, the volumetrically dominant mineral (olivine, wadsleyite or ringwoodite) has the highest conductivity, and the upper bound gives a good estimate. However, the difference between the upper and the lower bound is not large, less than ~50% in most cases.
Supplemental Materials 3. Evolution of the ocean mass

In a conventional model of water circulation, mantle is treated as a single unit (Franck and Bounama, 1995; Franck and Bounama, 2001; McGovern and Schubert, 1989; Rüpke et al., 2006). In such a model, the evolution of ocean mass and of mantle water content can be described by (Rüpke et al., 2006),

\[
\frac{dX_{\text{ocean}}}{dt} = \frac{1}{\tau_1} X_{\text{mantle}} - R = \frac{1}{\tau_1} \left(X_{\text{total}} - X_{\text{ocean}}\right) - R \tag{S3-1}
\]

and

\[
\frac{dX_{\text{mantle}}}{dt} = -\frac{1}{\tau_1} X_{\text{mantle}} + R \tag{S3-2}
\]

where \(X_{\text{mantle}}\) is the mantle water mass, \(X_{\text{ocean}}\) is the ocean water mass, \(\tau_1\) is the mantle degassing time constant, and \(R\) is the mantle regassing rate. It is assumed that the total water content of Earth, \(X_{\text{total}} = X_{\text{mantle}} + X_{\text{ocean}}\), is constant.

Let us consider, for simplicity, a case where the water content is controlled by the dynamic equilibrium. In such a case,

\[
\bar{X}_{\text{ocean}} = X_{\text{total}} - \tau_1 R \tag{S3-3}
\]

and

\[
\bar{X}_{\text{mantle}} = \tau_1 R \tag{S3-4}
\]
Note that in the single component mantle model described above, the ocean mass and water content in the mantle are highly sensitive to the variation in regassing rates in this model. Indeed (Franck and Bounama, 2001) showed such a high sensitivity of ocean mass (mantle water) to the change in regassing rate in their numerical modeling.

A quite different situation arises when the role of mid-mantle partial melting is considered. I consider a model where Earth is made of three regions, i.e., the oceans, the upper mantle, and the deep mantle. Between each region I assume exchange of water but the total water content is kept constant (Figure S3-1). Degassing occurs not only from the upper mantle at mid-ocean ridges, but also from the deep mantle (OIB source regions). In this model, there are two independent variables to describe the water content of the mantle, i.e., the water mass of the upper mantle, $X^{UM}$, and the water mass of the deep mantle, $X^{DM}$. Under these assumptions, the mass conservation considerations lead to the following relationships,

\[
\frac{dX^{\text{ocean}}}{dt} = \frac{X^{UM}}{\tau_1} + \frac{X^{DM}}{\tau_2} - R \quad (S3-5)
\]

\[
\frac{dX^{UM}}{dt} = -\frac{X^{UM}}{\tau_1} + \beta R + Y \quad (S3-6)
\]

and

\[
\frac{dX^{DM}}{dt} = -\frac{X^{DM}}{\tau_2} + (1 - \beta) R - Y \quad (S3-7)
\]

where $\tau_{1,2}$ is the characteristic time of degassing from the upper mantle and from the deep mantle respectively, $Y$ represents the water transport rate between the deep mantle and the upper mantle at 410-km discontinuity (I used the fact that the net internal water
transport between the upper mantle and the deep mantle is zero), $\beta$ is the fraction of water transported to the upper mantle by subduction and $R$ is the total rate of water input to the mantle (regassing rate) by subduction.

The details of this internal water transport depend on the processes in the mantle such as partial melting at ~410-km depth (Karato et al., 2006; Leahy and Bercovici, 2007; Richard et al., 2006). However, without going to the details, one can obtain some important general conclusions. First, because of the presence of another degree of freedom, the upper mantle water mass ($X_{UM} = M_{UM} \times x_{UM}$, $M_{UM}$: mass of the upper mantle) and the deep mantle water mass ($X_{DM} = M_{DM} \times x_{DM}$, $M_{DM}$: mass of the deep mantle) are generally different in this model (therefore water content, $x_{UM}, x_{DM}$, will also be different), which is consistent with the inferred layered water content in the mantle. Physically, this corresponds to the presence of some processes such as mid-mantle partial melting.

Second, because of the presence of two different water reservoirs, the ocean mass is only indirectly connected to the regassing rate, and the sensitivity of the ocean mass to degassing/regassing rate can be reduced. This can be understood by considering a limiting case where we have a dynamic equilibrium. The rate of water transfer, $Y$, from the MTZ to the upper mantle is controlled by the nature of partial melting at 410-km. In the model by (Bercovici and Karato, 2003), fractional melting and the dense melt is assumed. Therefore the water flux there is proportional to the fraction of solid that goes to the upper mantle (and the water content of the solid). From the “lever rule”, this fraction is $(x_l - x)/(x_l - x_s)$ ($x_l$: water concentration at the liquidus, $x_s$: water
concentration at the liquidus, $x$: water content in the MTZ (DM)). Consequently one obtains, $Y = \frac{1}{\tau_3} \left( X^I - X^{DM} \right)$ where $X^I = M^{DM} \tau_3$ ($\tau_3$: characteristic time for the water transport from the deep mantle to the upper mantle). The steady-state ocean mass corresponding to this model is given by

\[
\bar{X}_{ocean} = X^{total} - \xi \tau_1 R - \zeta X^I \tag{S3-8}
\]

with $\xi = 1 - \frac{\tau_3 \tau_2 - \tau_1}{\tau_1 \tau_2 - \tau_3} (1 - \beta)$ and $\zeta = \frac{\tau_2 - \tau_1}{\tau_2 - \tau_3}$. If $\xi < 1$ then the ocean mass is less sensitive to the fluctuation in regassing rate than for the single-stage model. Such a condition is met if $\frac{\tau_2 - \tau_1}{\tau_2 - \tau_3} > 0$. Because of the smaller volume flux of plumes than the upwelling flux at mid-ocean ridges (Labrosse, 2002; Sleep, 1990), it is likely that $\tau_2 - \tau_1 > 0$. So this condition will be met if $\tau_2 - \tau_3 > 0$. Not much is known about $\tau_3$, but since $\tau_2$ is expected to be much larger than $\tau_1$ (~1 Gyrs, (McGovern and Schubert, 1989)), it is plausible that $\tau_2 - \tau_3 > 0$ ((Leahy and Bercovici, 2010) presented a model suggesting a relatively short time-scale of mass exchange, 0.3-0.5 Gyrs, between the MTZ and the upper mantle). Note also that the ocean mass is more stable when $(1 - \beta)$ is larger, i.e., when more water goes to the deep mantle. Obviously, the above model over-simplifies water cycling processes, and one needs a more complete analysis including time-dependent behavior to understand the evolution of the ocean mass through the global water cycle.
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Fig. S3-1